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Introduction. We consider an ordered abelian group G= [x] in which the

identity 6 is not isolated: if x, y>6 in G then x+y>d; there is an x^d; and if

x>6 there is a y such that 6<y<x. It is found that for each G there is a

unique ordinal £*=£*(£) associated with the topology of G (§1).

We study extensions of G which are complete in three different senses. A

group is called topologically complete if every fundamental £*-sequence has a

limit. It is called complete in the archimedean sense if it has no proper

archimedean extension. It is called order complete if every set bounded above

has a least upper bound. These three types will be designated by t-, a-, tf-

completeness. We show that every ordered abelian group G has a ¿-complete

extension Gd whose elements are the Dedekindean (§2) lower segments of G

in the sense of Baer [l]0)- It is pointed out that the o-complete extension G

consisting of all lower segments of a non-archimedean group G fails to be a

group because the non-Dedekindean lower segments do not have inverses

(§4). The extension Gd is isomorphic with the group Gc of classes of equivalent

fundamental £*-sequences in G (§2). This illuminates the relation between

the completion methods of Dedekind and Cantor. It is shown that a-complete-

ness implies /-completeness but that only a partial converse holds (§3).

The Hahn groups H furnish examples of the theory (§5). It is shown that

these groups are ¿-complete and satisfy axioms [l ] under which it follows they

are of the second ¡~*(H~) -category.

1. Topology and the ordinal £*(G). Given an ordinal X* and a single-valued

function x\ defined on the ordinals X <X* with values in a group G, we call

X\ a X*-sequence. A X*-sequence is called decreasing if Xi<X2<X* implies

x\t>x\2 in G. A X*-sequence x\ is said to X*-converge to 0 if for each x >d there

is aXa;<X* such thatXa;^X<X* implies \x\\ <x where \y\ =max [y, — y]. We

write X*-lim x\ = x if X\ —x X*-converges to 6.

Theorem 1. The set A of ordinals X* for which there are decreasing X*-

sequences x\ such that X*-lim x\ =6 is not empty.

Proof. The nonempty set P= \x\x>d] can be well-ordered as a ¿^-se-

quence xß. Let xn = xi and suppose that, for v*<¡j,*, xßv has been defined so

that, if v<v*, ¡Xy is the first ¿u for which r <v implies x^Kx^. Then x^decreases

on v<v*. Now either i>*-lim x^=d or there is an x£P such that v <v* implies

x&X/y. Since 9 is not isolated, there is a first ß<p* such that 0<xß<x. Since
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XpKx^ for v<v* it follows that n>¡x, for v<v*. We define ¿v=M- By trans-

finite induction it follows that there is a X*-sequence x„y, v<\*, such that

X*-lim xß,=0. Hence X*£A.

The nonempty set A=[X*] has a first element which we denote by

£*=£*(£). There is a decreasing ^-sequence aj in G such that £*-lim aj = 0

by Theorem 1. We shall make extensive use of the sequence aj in the sequel.

Theorem 2. The ordinal £*(G) is a limit number such that if r¡* <¿* and £,

is a single-valued function on r]<r¡* to £<£*, then sup [£„| v<r)*] <£*(2).

Proof. £*=£*((?) is a limit number. Otherwise £* = 7? + l and 0<av ^a{ for

£<£* which is contrary to £*-lim aj=0. Now suppose there are f* <£* and a

function £f on f <f* to {<£* such that sup [¿f| f <f*] =■*£*. It may be assumed

without loss of generality that Çi<Ç2<Ç* implies %ti^£tr We show that

f*-lim a^=0. If x>0 in G there is 17 <£* such that 0<a,<x. There is ¿"(77) <f*

such that i7<Çf(,)<^*. Since aj decreases on £<£*, 0 <a({<a(í(i))<av<x if

f (*?)<$"<£* and so r*-lim ae¡ = 6. Hence f*GA and so £*££* since ¿*=£*(G)

is the first element of A. This contradicts the assumption £"*<£*.

A neighborhood system U= [£/j(x)] for G is defined as follows:

Ui= Utf) = [x\\x\ <a(], £<£*,

U((x) = x+ Ui= [x+ y\yE CT{j.

We shall refer to £*-sequences hereafter simply as sequences. Before stating

the basic properties of the neighborhood system V we prove three lemmas.

Lemma 1. For each positive integer n, £*-lim raaj=0.

Proof. Suppose n = 2. If x>0 there is a £i<£* such that 0<aj1<x. There

is a £2<£* such that 0<a^<x — a(l. If max [£i, £2] â£ <£*, then o<aj+aj<a{t

+aj2<x and so £*-lim 2a¿ = 0. Induction completes the proof.

Lemma 2. For eacÄ positive integer n and ??<£* there is a £ = £(«, »?)<|*

such that nUt= [xi + • ■ ■ +xJ!|x¿G£^]Cfrr,.

Proof. Suppose n=2. There is a £=£(2, r¡) such that ö<aj-fö{<a, by

Lemma 1. If xi, X2G t/{, then |xi+x2| á|#i|+|*2| <2aj<a,. Hence 2£/jC U„.

Induction completes the proof.

Lemma 3. — t/{= [—x|x£t/j] = U(.

Proof. The proof is clear.

Theorem 3. The neighborhood system 1) has the properties:

«• fW U((x) = x.
ß. £i<É2<£* im^es o/£l(^)D^£2W-

(2) {*(G) has property (*) of [l ].
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7. i\ <£* implies there is £(ti) such that r\ <£(ti) <£* and if UiM(y)r\ U^v)(x)

¿¿Othen U((v)(y)CU,(x).

ó. 77*<£* implies Hki'^îW ** open(3).

Proof. Property a follows from £*-lim a^ = 0. Property ß follows from the

decreasing character of the aj. For property 7: given 77 <£* there is a £(77) for

which 3Ut(V)C.Uv by Lemma 2. By property ß we may choose £(77) >?7. Now

if z££/£<„)(y)n£/{(,)0*0 and aiGt/ï(,)(y), then 2-y, z — x, w-yGi/{(„). Using

Lemma 3 we have

w — x = O - y) + (y — 2) + (2 — x) G 3£/í(„) C Uv.

Hence w(EUv(x) and so Un^{y)(ZU^{x). For property ô: Suppose y

GCIk-ï* Uí(x). We have y —xGfli-O)' £^í and so [y —x| <aj for £<i?*. Hence

ôj = aj— [y — x| >0 and decreases on £<i7*. Because of the minimal character

of £*£A (Theorem 1), ?7*-lim b¡ í¿0 and there is an a¡-<0{ for £<r;*. Now if

I 2 —y I <a¡-, then

I 2 — x\ 5=| 2 — y I + I y — x I < «r + I y — x\ < b(-\- \ y — x\ = a%

forall£<77*. Hence U({y)CfW */{(*)•

Theorem 4. G ¿5 a topological group relative to the neighborhood system 1).

Proof. Consider x0, yoGG and c7,(xo+yo)G'U. By Lemma 2 there is a

E/f, such that 2U^<ZUV. Now if x G ^(xo), yG^{„(yo), then (x-x0)+(y-y0)

G U^+ U^C Uv. Hence x+y(E U^(x0+yo) and x+y is a continuous function

of its two variables.

2. Lower segments and topological completeness. By a lower segment in

G is meant a nonempty, proper subset X oî G such that if xÇ_X, then all

y<x and some z>x are in X. For each xQ(E.G the set X(x0) = [x|x<x0] is a

lower segment in G. A lower segment is called Dedekindean if y>0 in G im-

plies there is an xÇHX such that x-f-y£A\ This concept was introduced by R.

Baer [l ] in finding necessary and sufficient conditions for absolute closure. It

is well known that the set of lower segments of a non-archimedean group is

not a group. However, the Dedekindean lower segments form a group Gd.

A sequence xj in G is called fundamental if for every ti<£* there are

£,<£* and yvÇ_G such that £,i|£<£* implies xjG G,(y,). It is known [2] that

xj is a fundamental sequence if and only if X|G Ùv(xç ) for £, ^£<£* and all

77 <£*. We shall write lim xj = x if for 77 <£* there is £, such that xjG l7„(x) if

£, 2=£<£*. The group G is called /-complete if every fundamental sequence

has a limit in G. It is shown that Gd is /-complete.

Theorem 5. X is a Dedekindean lower segment if and only if there is a funda-

mental sequence X{ cofinal with X such that X{+aj£A\

(') Properties a, ß, y are axioms 1, 2, 3 in [l]. The space of [l] satisfies axiom 4 which is

stronger than 5. The Hahn groups satisfy a, ß, y and 4 (Theorem 14, below).
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Proof. Suppose X is a Dedekindean lower segment. Then for each £<£*

there is an XfGX such that x¡+n¡$I. Now if xGX there is in X a. z>x.

There is a £<£* such that 0<aj<z — x. Since zÇ:X and xj+a^GA, z<x%

+aj<X{+2 — x and so x<x$. Hence the sequence xj is cofinal with X.

We show that xj is a fundamental sequence. If 77 <£<£*, then x,— a,<xj.

Otherwise for some 77 <£<£*, x^xv — av. Since 77 <£ implies 0<a¡<av,

X{+afí=x, —a,+a{<x,G-^ and so xj+ajGX which is false. On the other

hand, since X{GXand x,-|-a,GAfor all £, t7<£*, x¿<x,+a,. Hence xjG U,,(xv)

for 77 5S¿<£* and Xj is a fundamental sequence.

Now suppose that xjGX and xj+a¿GA for £<£*. Then for y>0 there is

an a¡ such that 0<a¿<y and so xj+y£X since Xt-f-y>X{+a{£X. Hence X

is Dedekindean.

The lower segments X(x0) are Dedekindean since x0 — a¡ is a fundamental

sequence cofinal with X(x0) such that x0 = (x0 —aj)+a{£X(x0). If we define

X(xi+x2) = X(xi)+X(x2) and X(xi) >X(x2) if Xi>x2, it is clear that the set

of lower segments X(x), x^G, form an abelian group isomorphic with G. We

denote by Go the set of Dedekindean lower segments. For Xu X^ÇzGd we

define

Xi -f- X2 =  [xi + x21 Xi G Xi, i = 1, 2],

Ai > A2    if    Ai Z) A2 properly.

Lemma 4. A1? X2GG.d implies Xi+X2GGb.

Proof. Since X.tíO, i=í, 2, Xi + X2?¿0. Since Xl5¿G there are y,£X¿.

Now yi+y2GAi+X2. Otherwise yi+y2 = xi+x2, x¿GX,'. Then yi + (y2 —x2)

= XiGAi and, since y2£X2, x2GX2, we have y2 —x2>0 so that yi<Xi, yiGAi

which is false. Thus X1+X2 is a proper subset of G. Consider x=Xi+X2GXi

+A2, x¿GA¿. If y<xi+x2 then y —x2<xi, y —x2GAi, and y = (y —x2)+x2

GX1+X2. There is a 21GX1 such that x —x2 = Xi<2i. Then x<Zi+x2GXi

+X2. Hence Xi+X2 is a lower segment in G. We show that X1+X2 is

Dedekindean. Since each X¿ is Dedekindean there is a sequence x¿jGA¿ such

that Xjj+ajGAi. Then xi{+x2£ + 2aj£Ai+X2. Now for x>0 there is an

77<£* such that 2a,<x. Hence Xi,+x2,+x>Xi,+X2, + 2a, so that Xi,+X2,

GX1+X2 while Xi,+X2,+xGAi+X2. Hence Xi+X2 is Dedekindean.

Lemma5.X1+X2 = X2+X1;X1 + (X2+X3)=(Xi+X2)+X3¿/'XíGGí3.

Proof. The proof is clear.

Lemma 6. X£GD implies X(0)+X = X.

Proof. If xGX and y<EX{0), then x+y<x and so X+X(0)CX. If xGX
there is a zGXsuch that x<z. Then x — zElX(0) and x = z+(x —z) GX(0) +X.

Hence XCX+X(0). We shall denote X(0) by 0.

Lemma 7. If XGGD, Y= [y\ -y£X], Z=Y- [sup Y] where the set

[sup Y] may be empty, then Z^Gd and X+Z=6.
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Proof. Since Y contains more than one element and is not G, Z¿¿Q, G.

Consider zÇiZ. If w<z, then — z<— w and, since — z£A, _W£X, WÇ^Z.

Further since z<sup For sup Y does not exist, there is wGZ such that z<w.

Hence Z is a lower segment.

We show that Z is Dedekindean. Consider w>0 and a^<w. Since X is

Dedekindean there is an xGX such that x-f-ö{£X. Now — (x+a{) G Y and,

since x+ac<x-\-w, — (x-\-w)< — (x+aj). Hence — (x+w^sup Y and

x+w£X. Therefore — (x+w)G Y— [sup Y]=Z. Now — x= — (x+w)+w is

not in Z. Otherwise -3c£ZC F and xGA which is false. Thus for any w>0

there is z= — (x+w)G-Z such that z+w= — (x+w)+w= —xG^ and Z is

Dedekindean.

Finally we show that X-f-Z = 0. Consider any u<0 and aj< — w. Since X

is Dedekindean there is an xGX such that x+ß{GA. Hence — x —ajGFand,

since m —x<—x —af, u — xGZ. Thus m = (w —x)+xGZ + X and OGZ+X.

On the other hand if xGX and zÇiZ, then, since — z£X, x<—z. Hence

x-\-z<0, x+zGO and X+ZG0, which completes the proof.

Theorem 6. The set Gd of Dedekindean lower segments in G is an ordered

abelian extension of G.

Proof. Lemmas 4, • ■ • , 7 show that Go is an ordered abelian group. The

set of X(x), x£zG, is a subgroup of Gd isomorphic with G.

In discussing the group Gd we shall denote X(x)GGn by x, for example,

X+y = X+X(y) and X>X(y) may be written X>y. The group Gd has the

associated minimal ordinal (Theorem 1) £*(Ga).

Theorem 7. £*(Gß) =£*(G).

Proof. First we show that £*(GD) á£*(G). We note that X(a{), £<£*, de-

crease and are positive in Gd- Consider X>6. There is an xGX such that

x>0. There is a £<£* such that 0<a$<x. Hence 0<X(aj)<X(x)<X. Since

the X(at) decrease, £*-lim X(a{) =0 and so £*(Gz>) g£*(G). Now let 17* =£*(G¿>).

Then there is a decreasing 77*-sequence X, in Gd such that 77*-lim X, =0. Since

the X, are positive lower segments in G there is, for each ?7<77*, an x,GX,

such that 0<x„. For any fljGG, X(a¡) >0 and there is an 775<77* such that if

77£5Í77<77*, then 0<X,<X(o{). Now x,GX,CX(a{) and so 0<x,<af for

77j5j?7<77*. Hence ?7*-lim x, =0. By transfinite induction and Theorem 2 a

decreasing f*-subsequence C*^r¡* can be chosen from x,. It follows that

£*(G) S=f*i=£*(GD) and the proof is complete.

Corollary. The system Vd= [Z7f(X)] where

Ut(X)-[Y\\Y-X\<ae], £<£*,

is a neighborhood system for Gd having the properties of Theorem 3.
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Theorem 8. Gd is t-complete.

Proof. Let X¡ be a fundamental sequence in Gd. Consider F, = U,gi<{< Xj,

F = f)iKî* F„ X= F— [sup Y]. Since Xj is a fundamental sequence, for each

77<£* there is a £,>77 such that Xfij —a^<Xf<X{i)+a, if £„5i£<£*. Hence

(1) Y=   f]   Y,n F*   =     U    Xj C Xf + «„ 7, < I*)
r<r f„âi<£'

and so XC FCXf,+a,^G. For every 77, f<£*, FOIsOIira, if £

>max [f, £,]. Hence

(2) Y=   n   FfD^t, -«,- '?<£*>
f<£*

and so X = F- [sup F] ^0.

If xGX, then xGF,, 77<£*, and xGX^ for some £x,,^77. Now y<x

and Xçx^GGD imply yGXf C F„ 77 <£*. Hence yÇ. Y. But y<xÇ. Y and so
y^sup F and yGX. Since X= F— [sup F] and G is not discrete, xGX

implies there is a wGX such that x<w. Thus X is a lower segment in G.

We show that XGGd. Consider x>0 and To<£* such that 3a¡-<x for

to ^f<£*. Now from (1), (2) we have

(3) xk - at c f c x$i + or, ro ̂  r < £*•

•Since Xjfo —af0GGn there is yGX^ — a¡-0 such that y+a^GA^ — aía. Then

y+x>y + 3ar0GAtro+%o- Hence y+x£AC FCX^-f-aj-,,. Since X^ —afo has

no maximum and is contained in F, y^sup F. Thus yGXff — a¡-0C F

— [sup F] =X and y+x£A and X is a Dedekindean lower segment.

We show that lim Xj = X. Since X= F— [sup F] and a¡->0 we have from

(3)

Xff - 2af < X < X£r + 2öf,

|X-X£f|<2af, s,áf<f.

For 77<£*, 2ar<a„ for f„5|f<£* by Lemma 1. Hence |X{f —X|<a, for

max [fo, ?ti]=f<£* and so lim Xjf = X. Since X{f is a subsequence of the

fundamental sequence Xj, lim X$ = X.

The facts that the group Gd consists of the Dedekindean lower segments

in G and that the set of all lower segments in G do not in general form a group

[3 ] together with the appearance of fundamental sequences in Theorem 5 and

the proof of Theorem 8 cast light on the roles played by the Dedekind cut

and the Cantor fundamental sequence in completeness theory. There is

an equivalence between the Dedekindean lower segments and the classes of

equivalent fundamental sequences. Two fundamental sequences x¡, yj in G

are equivalent if lim x¡ — y^=0. It is clear that this definition separates the

set of all fundamental sequences in G into disjoint equivalence classes. These

classes form an ordered abelian group Gc isomorphic with Gd- The proof of
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this, which follows classical lines, can be supplied by the reader.

3. Completeness in the archimedean sense. Completeness in the sense of

Archimedes is a concept introduced by Hubert [4] in the foundations of

geometry. Two elements x, y>0 in an ordered abelian group G are called

relatively archimedean if there are positive integers n, m such that nx^y

and my^tx in G. If every pair x, y>0 in G are relatively archimedean, then

G is an archimedean group. An extension II of G is called an archimedean

extension if for every y^H, y>0H, there is an xÇ.G such that x, y are rela-

tively archimedean in H. A group G is called a-complete if G has no proper

archimedean extension. We indicate the relation between /-anda-completeness.

Theorem 9. If G is a-complete, then G is t-complete.

Proof. Suppose G is not /-complete. Then Gd, being a /-complete extension

(Theorem 8), is a proper extension of G. We show that Gd is an archimedean

extension of G. Consider A>0 in Gd- There is a fundamental sequence xj

cofinal with A such that xj+ajGA (Theorem 5). There are x>0 in G and

77<£* such that for ??<£<£*, x<xj. There is a f >t? such that for f g£<£*,

| Xf — Xf| <x. Now XfGA and Xf+xj >x¡-+x>xj if f ii£<£*. Hence xr+xj-S: A

and so Gd is an archimedean as well as a proper extension of G. This contra-

dicts the hypothesis and the theorem follows.

The converse of this theorem is false as the following example shows. Let

G be the set [g] of integer valued functions g(n) on the set of positive integers

and let H be the set [h] of real functions h(n) on the same domain. If f\, f%

are functions in either set we define fi<fi if fi(m) </2(w) where m is the first

n for which at least one of the functions does not vanish. With the usual defini-

tion of addition and the null function, G is an ordered abelian group and H

is a proper extension of G. We define the functions am=am(n) =1, 0 accord-

ing as whether n=m, j^m. In both G and II, co-lim am=0. If we denote by/

an element either of G or of H, the neighborhoods Uk(f) = [f'\ \f'—f\ <a*] are

equivalent to the sets Vk(f) = [f'\f (n) =/(»), n^k]. G is /-complete. For

g„ is a fundamental sequence in G if and only if for each k there is a v(k) such

that, for v^v(k) and n^k, gv{n) =g,(k)(n). The function g = gv(n)(n) is the limit

of gv. H is an archimedean extension of G. For consider h = h(n) >0. There is a

first n = m for which /z(«)5¿0. Then h(m)>0 since h>0. The function oOTGG

is such that, for some integer k, kh{m) > 1 =am(m) and kam(m) >h(m). There-

fore the /-complete group G, having H as a proper archimedean extension, is

not a-complete.

A partial converse of the previous theorem is:

Theorem 10. If G is t-complete and is dense in every archimedean extension,

then G is a-complete.

Proof. Let II be an archimedean extension of G. The sequence aj which

decreases to 0 in G decreases to 0 in H. Otherwise there is y>0 in ii such that
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there is no xÇlG between 0 and y and G is not dense in H. Now for z€E.H and

£<£* there is an x^GG such that z —aj<X£<z+a$ since G is dense in II. From

the decreasing character of the aj with the limit 0 in G it follows that Xj is a

fundamental sequence. Since G is /-complete, lim x^ — zÇiG. Hence H = G and

G is a-complete.

4. Order completion. The set G of all lower segments in G is not a group

in general. We note that this failure is due to the existence of non-

Dedekindean lower segments since such segments have no inverses. If G is a

non-archimedean group there are non-Dedekindean lower segments in G.

For: There are x, yÇzG such that 0<nx<y for all positive integers n. The

lower segment A= [2|z<«zx] is non-Dedekindean.

Theorem 11. If £*=£*(G) >o>, then G is non-archimedean.

Proof. There is a £i<£* such that 2a{!<ai (Lemma 1) and for £„ there is

£„+i<£* such that 2afn+1<afn, n = \, 2, • • • . Now by Theorem 2, since

£*>w, there is a f such that sup [£„]<£<£*• Since the aj decrease, ar<ajn

for all n. Hence na¡ <2"a¡-<2"ajn<ai for all n. Hence a¡-, ai are not relatively

archimedean and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 12. AG G is non-Dedekindean if and only if there is a y ¿¿9 in G

such that X+y = X.

Proof. Suppose X+y = X for y^0, then X = X —y and either all of

X, X + y are Dedekindean or none is. Since xGX if and only if x + y(EX + y

the result follows from the definition of the Dedekindean property of lower

segments.

Theorem 13. IfXis non-Dedekindean there is no Y^ G such that X+ Y — 0.

Proof. Since X is non-Dedekindean, there is a y 9^9 such that X-\-y = X.

Now we have the contradiction X(y) 5^0 and if X-f- F=0,

6 = X+F=(X + X(y)) + F = (X + F) + X(y) = X(y).

5. Hahn groups. The group H given in the example of §3 is a special

Hahn group [5]. In general a Hahn group H is the group of all real functions

x(a) defined on an ordered set A — [a] such that the set L{x) = [ct\ x(a) ¿¿0]

<ZA is well-ordered in A. Order in H is defined thus: x>0 if x(a0) >0 where

a0 is the first element in L(x) and Xi>x2 if Xi —x2>0. The Hahn groups are

ordered abelian groups. Hence for each such group H there is a minimal

ordinal £* = £*(if) and a decreasing sequence x^ÇzH such that £*-lim xt =0. Let

us consider the initial elements «| = L(xj). Since the xj decrease the aj do not

decrease. If the set [aj|£<£*] has a maximum a0, then a„ = (l/w)x«0 is co-

final with xj in H and £* = w. If the set [«{|£<£*] has no maximum there is

an increasing subsequence a^, 77<£*, cofinal with «£ in A and the elements

a,G-ff such that
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(0, a?¿ ot(,

Ui « = <*£„>

form a sequence decreasing to 0 in H. For: To each a£ there is an a^>a^

and so a,<X{ while, since aj increases in A, a, decreases in 7i". The neighbor-

hoods U((x) are defined in iî by:

/j{ = ut(6) = [x|| x| < a(],

Uf(x) = x + Uit £ < £*.

An equivalent set of neighborhoods Va(x) are defined by:

Ta =  [ß\a g ß]CA, a G A,

Va   =    [X\L{X)   G   Ta],

Va(x) = x+Va= [x+y|yGFj.

Since the groups H are groups G, the neighborhoods have the properties of

Theorem 3.

Theorem 14. J/77* <£*(#) and i/^(x,) decrease on v<V*, then f)v<v- U^(xn)

is a nonempty open set.

Since 7?i<772<77* implies ^(x^Dt/^x,), ^-^Gt/j,, and xVi(a)

= x,2(a) for a<u!f . Hence there is xG-ffsuch that x(a) = X{i)(a) for a<aji(,

77<77*. Clearly xGDiOi" Uc(xv) and the intersection is not empty. Finally if

xGD-k,* U^ixJ, then there is £/j-,(x) C Uéri(x„) for t7<T7*. Since sup [f,| J7<t?*]

= r<£* (Theorem 2), £/f(x)Cn>i<>!* ̂WCn^-i* U^{xv) and the intersection
is open.

This theorem shows that the Hahn groups satisfy axiom 4 of [l] and so

all the axioms given there, since a, ß, 7 of Theorem 3 are 1, 2, 3 of [l]. Cer-

tain properties of Hahn groups are immediate.

Corollary 1. A Hahn group is t-complete.

Proof. Hahn showed in [5 ] that groups H are a-complete. It follows from

Theorem 9 that they are /-complete.

Corollary 2. Hahn groups are of the second £*'-category.

Proof. The Hahn groups satisfy axioms 1, 2, 3, 4 of [l] and it is shown

there that /-complete (called £*-complete) spaces are of the second ^-cate-

gory.

Theorem 15. A lower segment X of a Hahn group H has a least upper bound

if and only if it is Dedekindean^).

(4) A different proof of this result was communicated to us by D. Zelinsky.
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Proof. If sup A = x0G-ff, then Xq — a% is a fundamental sequence cofinal

with X such that (x0 —aj)+aj = x0GA. By Theorem 5, X is Dedekindean.

Now suppose X is Dedekindean. Then by Theorem 5 there is a fundamental

sequence xj cofinal with X such that xj+a^GA. Since H is /-complete,

lim X( = XoG.H and for 77 <£* there is a £,>t7 such that for £, ^£<£*, x0 —a,

<X{<x0+a,. Now XoGA. Otherwise there is in A a y>x0. There is, by

Lemma 1, an t7<£* such that 2a,<y — x0. Then for £,;££<£*, xj+a£<x0

+a,+ß£<^o + 2a,<yGA and s;¡+ii¡GI, which is false. Therefore, xGX

implies x<Xo which with xo —a,<X{GX for all 77 and some £ less than £*

yields x0=sup X.
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